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Women's Active Wear Zip Up Jacket With Hoodie

Get the classy sporty look with our new active jacketMeasurement taken from a size: Small Full Zipper Closure Attached Hood Front Pockets
Moisture Management Stripe/Color Block Detail Long Sleeves Small - Length: 23" / Sleeve Length: 18" / Waist: 31"/ Bust: 32" Medium- Length:
24" / Sleeve Length: 19" / Waist: 32"/ Bust: 34" Large - Length: 25" / Sleeve Length: 20" / Waist: 33"/ Bust: 36" Material: 90% Polyester, 10%
Spandex Lining: Fabric liningCare Instruction: Attach any buttons or snaps before putting the garment in the wash load. If the item does not
specify hand wash only, then it is most likely safe for a gentle wash cycle only lasting 2 or 3 minutes. If it is hand wash only, use a small amount
of mild detergent or club soda on the dirty spot and wipe clean. Put the garment in a washing machine, using a gentle cycle and cold water. A
mild detergent works best at removing stains while protecting the and color if there is one. Use cold water in laundry loads because it not

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
32,90 €
Discount -8,00 €

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerHoneyComfy

Description Get the classy sporty look with our new active jacketMeasurement taken from a size: Small Full Zipper Closure Attached Hood Front
Pockets Moisture Management Stripe/Color Block Detail Long Sleeves Small - Length: 23" / Sleeve Length: 18" / Waist: 31"/ Bust: 32" MediumLength: 24" / Sleeve Length: 19" / Waist: 32"/ Bust: 34" Large - Length: 25" / Sleeve Length: 20" / Waist: 33"/ Bust: 36" Material: 90% Polyester,
10% Spandex Lining: Fabric liningCare Instruction: Attach any buttons or snaps before putting the garment in the wash load. If the item does not
specify hand wash only, then it is most likely safe for a gentle wash cycle only lasting 2 or 3 minutes. If it is hand wash only, use a small amount
of mild detergent or club soda on the dirty spot and wipe clean. Put the garment in a washing machine, using a gentle cycle and cold water. A
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mild detergent works best at removing stains while protecting the and color if there is one. Use cold water in laundry loads because it not only
saves energy, but it also prolongs the life of fibers and color. Lay out to dry on a flat surface, or hang up to air dry on a hanger. Some lace
pieces may need to be laid flat for shaping, using pins to attach it to the flat area so that it dries with its proper shape. Avoid putting lace into the
dryer or ironing it, since it can burn the delicate fibers.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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